The faculty job market plays a fundamental role in shaping research priorities, educational outcomes, and career trajectories among scientists and institutions. However, a quantitative understanding of faculty hiring as a system is lacking. Using a simple technique to extract the institutional prestige ranking that best explains an observed faculty hiring network—who hires whose graduates as faculty—we present and analyze comprehensive placement data on nearly 19,000 regular faculty in three disparate disciplines. Across disciplines, we find that faculty hiring follows a common and steeply hierarchical structure that reflects profound social inequality. Furthermore, doctoral prestige alone better predicts ultimate placement than a U.S. News & World Report rank, women generally place worse than men, and increased institutional prestige leads to increased faculty production, better faculty placement, and a more influential position within the discipline. These results advance our ability to quantify the influence of prestige in academia and shed new light on the academic system.

INTRODUCTION
Faculty hiring is a ubiquitous feature of academic disciplines, the result of which—who hires whose graduates as faculty—shapes nearly every aspect of academic life, including scholarly productivity, research priorities, resource allocation, educational outcomes, and the career trajectories of individual scholars (1–4). Despite these fundamental roles, a clear and systematic understanding of the common patterns and efficiencies of faculty hiring across disciplines is lacking.

From the institutional perspective, faculty hiring is an implicit assessment: when an institution u hires as faculty the graduate of another institution v, u makes a positive assessment of the quality of v’s teaching and research programs. Similarly, when an individual accepts a job offer from u, he or she makes a positive assessment of u’s quality. As a collection of such pairwise assessments, a discipline’s faculty hiring network (Fig. 1) represents a collective assessment (5) of its own educational and research outcomes. When institutions are unequally successful in faculty placement, achieving more placements at other successful institutions implies a more positive collective assessment of that institution’s outcomes.

Differential success rates in such competitions are a hallmark of social hierarchy, which may emerge from either physical dominance or social prestige mechanisms (6). Among academic institutions, physical dominance may be neglected, leaving social prestige, in which less prestigious institutions seek to emulate the successful behaviors of more prestigious institutions in an effort to bolster their own prestige (7, 8). In this context, prestige in faculty hiring is an operational variable that encompasses differences in both scholastic merit and non-meritocratic factors such as social status or geography. If such factors are irrelevant, then prestige is equivalent to merit. More realistically, non-meritocratic factors play a role, and the greater their importance, the lesser the correlation between prestige and merit.

Objective measuring institutional prestige is complicated by the fact that it depends on interactions between institutions and on subjective evaluations, among other factors. Classic approaches, such as the authoritative rankings by the U.S. News & World Report and the National Research Council (NRC) (9), quantify institutions independently, omitting the impact of interactions like joint initiatives, research collaborations, graduate admissions, or faculty hiring. Such rankings are also widely criticized (10, 11) for emphasizing educational inputs, like reputation, wealth, and “selectivity,” rather than educational outputs. In contrast, faculty hiring networks simultaneously represent interactions and expert assessments of outcomes, which enables an effective, quantitative approach by which to characterize the impact of prestige, identify large-scale patterns in hiring, and shed light on the relative roles of merit and status.

Here, we investigate the structure of faculty hiring networks using complete and hand-curated data on the placements of nearly 19,000 tenure-track or tenured faculty, among 461 North American departmental or school-level academic units, in the disciplines of computer science, business, and history (see Supplementary Materials and table S1). These disciplines represent highly distinct scholastic traditions, which provide a broad basis for characterizing general patterns in faculty placement in academia. Institutions in our sample were selected from comprehensive lists of Ph.D.-granting academic units within each discipline. To be present in our data, a faculty member must have received his or her doctorate from and held at the time of sampling a faculty position at one of the in-sample institutions. Of the faculty sampled, 86% met these criteria, indicating a nearly closed doctoral ecosystem among these institutions.

To these data, we apply a novel network-based technique for extracting a prestige hierarchy that best explains the observed hiring decisions. Across disciplines, we show that faculty hiring follows a common and steeply hierarchical structure that reflects profound social inequality among institutions. Furthermore, we show that (i) doctoral prestige alone better predicts ultimate placement than authoritative rankings from the U.S. News & World Report and the NRC, (ii) female graduates generally place worse than male graduates from the same institution, and (iii) increased institutional prestige leads to increased faculty production, better faculty placement, and a more influential position within a discipline. These results advance our ability to quantify and understand the systematic
structure of academia, shed new light on the factors that shape individual career trajectories, and identify a novel connection between faculty hiring and social inequality.

RESULTS

Across the sampled disciplines, we find that faculty production (number of faculty placed) is highly skewed, with only 25% of institutions producing 71 to 86% of all tenure-track faculty (table S2; this and subsequent ranges indicate the range of a given quantity across the three disciplines, unless otherwise noted). The number of faculty within an academic unit (number of faculty hired, that is, the unit’s size) is also skewed, with some units being two to three times larger than others. Business schools are especially large, generally containing several internal departments, with a mean size of 70 faculty members who received their doctorates from other within-sample units, whereas computer science and history have mean sizes of 21 and 29, respectively (see Supplementary Materials). The differences in size within a discipline, however, cannot explain the observed differences in placements. If placements were simply proportional to the size of a unit, then the placement and size distributions would be statistically indistinguishable. A simple test of this size-proportional placement hypothesis shows that it may be rejected out of hand [Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, $P < 10^{-8}$; Fig. 2, B and C], indicating genuine differential success rates in faculty placement.

The Gini coefficient, a standard measure of social inequality, is defined as the mean relative difference between a uniformly random pair of observed values. Thus, $G = 0$ denotes strict equality, and $G = 1$ maximal inequality. We find $G = 0.62$ to 0.76 for faculty production (Fig. 2, A and B), indicating strong inequality across disciplines [cf., $G = 0.45$ for the income distribution of the United States (12)].

Strong inequality holds even among the top faculty producers: the top 10 units produce 1.6 to 3.0 times more faculty than the second 10, and 2.3 to 5.6 times more than the third 10. For such differences to reflect purely meritocratic outcomes, that is, utilitarian optimality of total scholarship (13), differences in placement rates must reflect inherent differences in the production of scholarship. Under a meritocracy, the observed placement rates would imply that faculty with doctorates from the top 10 units are inherently two to six times more productive than faculty with doctorates from the third 10 units. The magnitude of these differences makes a pure meritocracy seem implausible, suggesting the influence of nonmeritocratic factors like social status.

![Fig. 1. Prestige hierarchies in faculty hiring networks. (Top)](https://advances.sciencemag.org/journal/advances/3/p34) Placements for 267 computer science faculty among 10 universities, with placements from one particular university highlighted. Each arc $(u,v)$ has a width proportional to the number of current faculty at university $v$ who received their doctorate at university $u$ $(u \neq v)$. (Bottom) Prestige hierarchy on these institutions that minimizes the total weight of “upward” arcs, that is, arcs where $v$ is more highly ranked than $u$.

![Fig. 2. Inequality in faculty production. (A)](https://advances.sciencemag.org/journal/advances/3/p34) Lorenz curves showing the fraction of all faculty produced as a function of producing institutions. (B and C) Complementary cumulative distributions for institution out-degree (faculty produced) and in-degree (faculty hired). The means of these distributions are 21 for computer science, 70 for business, and 29 for history.
If faculty placement overall followed a perfect social hierarchy, then no faculty would be hired at an institution more prestigious than their doctoral institution. Across disciplines, we find that faculty place an average of 27 to 47 ranks below their doctorate (Fig. 3). The median change of 21 to 35 is smaller, indicating a sizable right skew in each of these distributions. When combined with the observed inequality in faculty production across institutions, the average rank change implies that a typical professor can expect to supervise two to four times fewer new within-discipline faculty than did their own doctoral advisor. This falloff in faculty production is sufficiently steep that only the top 18 to 36% of institutions are net producers of within-discipline faculty (table S2).

The observed rank changes are also unequally distributed by doctoral prestige and by gender. For instance, a greater fraction of faculty trained at higher-ranked institutions make smaller moves down the hierarchy than those trained at lower-ranked institutions (Fig. 3, B and C; see Supplementary Materials), indicating that the steepness of the hierarchy increases as prestige falls. Furthermore, male and female faculty experience similar but not equivalent rank change distributions (KS test, \( P < 10^{-5} \); figs. S5 and S6), with the median change for men being 21 to 35, whereas that for women being 23 to 38. Differences by gender are greatest for graduates of the most prestigious institutions in computer science and business, where median placement for women graduating from the top 15% of units is 12 to 18% worse than for men from the same institutions. That is, the hierarchy is slightly steeper for elite women than for elite men in these disciplines. In contrast, we find no gender difference in median placement for history.

The strength of the extracted hierarchies suggests that individual faculty placement may be predictable from doctoral prestige alone, without directly modeling the characteristics or preferences of individuals or institutions. We test this hypothesis by quantifying and comparing the placement accuracy of doctoral prestige to that of alternative measures, including both authoritative rankings and network-based measures. Each of these measures represents a ranking of institutions,
from which we calculate a distribution of rank changes relative to doctoral rank for each faculty in our sample. The predictive accuracy of each measure is then quantified by its area under the curve (AUC) score (16) for the placements of the assistant professors in our sample. The AUC represents the probability that a uniformly random true positive (correct placement) is ranked above a uniformly random false positive (incorrect placement). The closer the AUC is to 1.0, the better that measure predicts placement, whereas a value of AUC = 0 represents accuracy no better than chance.

Across disciplines, prestige hierarchies make the most accurate predictions of faculty placement, with AUCs ranging from 0.58 to 0.67 (see Supplementary Materials; fig. S9). All other single measures, including the authoritative rankings from the U.S. News & World Report and the NRC, have lower accuracies, sometimes substantially so. Furthermore, the relative ordering of alternative measures by their accuracies is not consistent across disciplines, indicating poor generality. In contrast, prestige is always the best predictor. The modest overall accuracy (AUC < 0.7) indicates that other factors may play substantial roles in particular placements, for example, the contingency of a particular department hiring in a particular field in a particular year. Identifying and quantifying the importance of such factors would shed new light on the efficiency of faculty hiring markets.

Together, these results are broadly consistent with an academic system organized in a classic core-periphery pattern (17), in which increased prestige correlates with occupying a more central, better connected, and more influential network position (18) (Fig. 4). Supporting this conclusion, we find that standard measures of network centrality correlate strongly with prestige rank (see Supplementary Materials; fig. S8). For instance, the harmonic centrality—an inverse measure of the mean shortest-path distance from u to all other vertices (19)—increases smoothly with prestige, meaning that high-prestige institutions are separated from all other institutions by many fewer intermediaries than are low-prestige institutions. As a result, faculty at central institutions literally perceive a “small world” (20) as compared to faculty located in the periphery.

A strong core-periphery pattern has profound implications for the free exchange of ideas. Research interests, collaboration networks, and academic norms are often cemented during doctoral training (2). Thus, the centralized and highly connected positions of higher-prestige institutions enable substantial influence, via doctoral placement, over the research agendas, research communities, and departmental norms throughout a discipline (6, 21). The close proximity of the core to the entire network implies that ideas originating in the high-prestige core, regardless of their merit, spread more easily throughout the discipline, whereas ideas originating from low-prestige institutions must filter through many more intermediaries. Reinforcing the association of centrality and insularity with higher prestige, we observe that 68 to 88% of faculty at the top 15% of units received their doctorate from within this group, and only 4 to 7% received their doctorate from below the top 25% of units.

DISCUSSION

These results demonstrate the enormous role of institutional prestige in shaping faculty hiring across academe, both for institutions and for...
individuals seeking faculty positions. Prestige hierarchies are also likely to influence outcomes in other scholarly activities, including research priorities, resource allocation, and educational outcomes, either directly through prestige-sensitive decision making or indirectly through faculty placement. Despite the confounded nature of merit and social status within measurable prestige, the observed hierarchies are sufficiently steep that attributing their structure to differences in merit alone seems implausible.

Supporting this conclusion are the observed statistical differences in placement quality by gender within computer science and business. Similar patterns of gender inequality are observed in other aspects of scholastic evaluation, particularly in the sciences (22–24), which indicates a systematic role for nonmeritocratic factors. In contrast, faculty placement in history exhibits no such gender inequality. Whether this difference is related to the smaller proportion of male faculty in history (64%) as opposed to computer science (85%) or business (78%) is unknown. Identifying the mechanisms that underlie these differences may shed additional light on the origins of gender inequality and the role of other nonmeritocratic factors in faculty hiring.

It is remarkable that despite the broad differences in scholastic practices and evaluation standards between computer science, business, and history, these disciplines exhibit qualitatively and quantitatively similar patterns. This common structure suggests that strong prestige hierarchies may be fundamental, a claim that is supported in part by qualitatively similar results, using different methods of evaluation, from single-discipline studies of faculty hiring networks in mathematics, economics, law, sociology, political science, and organizational science (8, 25–31). However, the specific mechanisms that produce and maintain these hierarchies remain unclear (see Supplementary Materials). A better understanding of their nature would facilitate the disentanglement of genuine merit from mere social status within prestige hierarchies, and shed new light on the operation of current faculty markets.

In our analysis, institutional prestige depends on both overall faculty production and placement quality. Some institutions achieve relatively high prestige by successfully placing a smaller number of faculty at highly ranked institutions. For example, in computer science, Caltech ranks above 98.5% of other institutions but places fewer computer science faculty than 27 lower-ranked institutions.

Both these unusually successful institutions, and the 9 to 14% of individual faculty who place above their doctoral rank, present a puzzle, and it remains unknown what characteristics distinguish them from the more typical experience. Identifying the factors, if any, that distinguish these exceptional faculty, and the degree to which such factors compensate for a doctorate from a low-prestige institution, would have significant implications for the mechanisms used in faculty hiring across academia. A proper study of this phenomenon would require detailed data on the characteristics of the research, mentoring, institutional resources, and other factors that are not part of the present study.

A complete study of the placements of all faculty in all disciplines would be a substantial undertaking but would provide a broad basis by which to understand what makes these unusual institutions and individuals so successful. Such a broad study would also facilitate a broader understanding of the processes that shape the flow of faculty across disciplines, the formation of new fields, and the emerging practice of interdisciplinary research.

At the institutional level, assessments based on faculty hiring networks provide a principled and data-driven alternative to the widely criticized methods of the U.S. News & World Report and the NRC (10, 11), among others. Rather than choose an arbitrary weighting of arbitrary factors, a prestige hierarchy extracted from a faculty hiring network uses the collective assessments of research and education outcomes by many semi-independent groups of experts—the faculty themselves. Additionally, faculty hiring is a costly and highly decentralized process, the results of which are generally readily available to the public. These factors suggest that the data on which a prestige hierarchy depends are likely to be more robust to corruption by serving institutional manipulation, a known problem for U.S. News & World Report.

More broadly, the strong social inequality found in faculty placement across disciplines raises several questions. How many meritorious research careers are derailed by the faculty job market’s preference for prestigious doctorates? Would academia be better off, in terms of collective scholarship, with a narrower gap in placement rates? In addition, if collective scholarship would improve with less inequality, what changes would do more good than harm in practice? These are complicated questions about the structure and efficacy of the academic system, and further study is required to answer them. We note, however, that economics and the study of income and wealth inequality may offer some insights about the practical consequences of strong inequality (13).

In closing, there is nothing specific to faculty hiring in our network analysis, and the same methods for extracting prestige hierarchies from interaction data could be applied to study other forms of academic activities, for example, scientific citation patterns among institutions (32). These methods could also be used to characterize the movements of employees among firms within or across commercial sectors, which may shed light on mechanisms for economic and social mobility (33). Finally, because graduate programs admit as students the graduates of other institutions, a similar approach could be used to assess the educational outcomes of undergraduate programs.

### SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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#### Table S1. Data summary for collected tenure-track faculty from each discipline.

#### Table S2. Statistical measures of inequality by discipline.

Fig. S1. An example graph A, the two minimum violation rankings (MVRs) on these vertices, both with $\text{Sim}(A) = 3$, and a “consensus” hierarchy, in which the position of each $u$ is the average of all positions that $u$ takes in the MVRs.

Fig. S2. Bootstrap distributions (smoothed) for the fraction of unviolated edges $p$ in the empirical data (filled) and in a null model (dashed), in which the in- and out-degree sequences are preserved but with the connections between them otherwise randomized, and those for the empirical data.

Fig. S3. Prestige uncertainty versus prestige, shown as the SD of the estimated distribution versus the distribution mean, for (A) computer science, (B) business, and (C) history.

Fig. S4. Changes in rank from doctoral institution $u$ to faculty institution $v$, for each edge $(u, v)$ in (A) computer science, (B) business, and (C) history.

Fig. S5. Changes in rank from doctoral institution $u$ to faculty institution $v$, for each edge $(u, v)$ in (A) computer science, (B) business, and (C) history, divided by male versus female faculty for $u$ in the top 15% of institutions (top panels) or in the remaining institutions (bottom panels).

Fig. S6. Ratio of the median change-in rank, from doctoral institution $u$ to faculty institution $v$, for men versus women, for faculty receiving their doctorate from the “most prestige” institutions, showing that elite women tend to place below their male counterparts in computer science and business (ratio < 1).

Fig. S7. Changes in rank from doctoral institution $u$ to faculty institution $v$, for each edge $(u, v)$ in (A) computer science, (B) business, and (C) history, divided by faculty who have held one or more postdoctoral positions versus those that held none, for $u$ in the top 15% of institutions (top panels) or in the remaining institutions (bottom panels).

Fig. S8. Centrality measures versus prestige rank.

Fig. S9. Placement accuracy for assistant professors.
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Fig. S10. Prestige scores for the top 60 institutions for (A) computer science, (B) business, and (C) history.

Fig. S11. Centrality versus prestige rank for (A) computer science, (B) business, and (C) history departments, where centrality is defined as the mean geodesic distance (also known as closeness) divided by the maximum geodesic distance (diameter).

Fig. S12. Relative change in rank from doctoral to current institution for all Full, Associate, and Assistant Professors in (A) computer science, (B) business, and (C) history.
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